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ABSTRACT

We present a new routing region definition and ordering

(RRDO) scheme for building block layout. Given an arbitrary

placement of rectangular blocks (including the case with

cycles in the channel precedence constraints), without modi

fying the placement, our scheme defines and orders channels

so that when a new channel is being routed, its width can be

expanded or contracted without destroying the previously

routed channels. The cycles in the channel precedence con

straints are broken by introducing a new kind of channels

L-shaped channels. Unlike switchboxes, L-shaped channels

can be expanded or contracted to permit the completion of

routing without rerouting other existing channels. An effi

cient greedy RRDO algorithm has been implemented, which

tries to generate as few L-shaped channels as possible since

L-shaped channels are harder to route than straight chan

nels. Our algorithm represents routing regions by a floor

plan graph, for which we provide a precise definition and a

construction algorithm. The experimental results of the

RRDO algorithm are promising.



1. Introduction

The building block layout problem can be described as

follows: place a set of circuit blocks with rectilinear

boundaries (in this paper we assume rectangular boundaries)

and arbitrary sizes, and route a set of interconnections

among the blocks. Since it is an extremely difficult problem

[26], we divide it into two subproblems to reduce its com

plexity: placement and routing. The placement phase is

responsible for positioning the blocks on a layout surface

while the routing phase is responsible for finding the

specific interconnections of nets. To reduce the complexity

further, we divide the routing phase into two stages

global routing (loose routing), which finds global path of

each net, and local routing (detailed routing, fine rout

ing), which assigns the specific tracks to paths inside a

routing region. Since the division of the problem is artifi

cial, the subproblems are dependent on each other. From the

experience of the Berkeley Building-block Layout system

(C3])» we found that the organization of the subproblems to

produce the globally optimal solution is more important than

the optimality of the solution to each subproblem. Our

routing region definition and ordering scheme considers the

interaction between the placement and routing phases of a

layout during the global and local routing stages.



The major contribution of this paper is to present a

new scheme for the routing region definition and ordering

which deals with arbitrary placements. Section 2 surveys the

existing routing schemes. Section 3 provides the precise

definition and construction algorithm for the floor plan

graph, an underlying data structure for the new scheme. Sec

tion 4 presents the new scheme for routing definition and

ordering. For the new scheme, an efficient greedy algorithm

and exact definition of channel routing region are described

in sections 5 and 6 and some special cases are discussed in

section 7. Section 8 concludes paper by giving some remarks

on the new scheme and the greedy algorithm.

2. Existing Routing Schemes

Search routers (grid routers[17] and line routers [8])

consider the routing area as one region, and route nets one

at a time. Using these schemes, we know that a net routed

later may be blocked from completion by nets routed earlier.

Furthermore, the space complexity of such algorithms is high

because all routing must be represented at once in memory.

The channel routing schemes ([6,5,1,30,25,2]) have less

net order dependency and space complexity because they par

tition the routing area into a set of regions, called chan-

nels, and route one channel at a time.



Almost all the interesting channel routing problems

have been proven to be NP-complete problems [28]. Further

more, the upper bound (or worst-case performance) of the

channel width guaranteed by a channel router is far from the

theoretical lower bound width given by the channel's den

sity. (Even though they perform well in some difficult

examples [5]) For instance, Rivest [231 proposed a router

with upper bound for channel width of 2*density-1. There

fore, we cannot accurately predict how wide a channel must

be before the channel can be routed.

One alternative is to deliberately overestimate the

channel size and try to reclaim the empty chip space after

the local routing; this is very time-consuming. So channels

must be adjusted during local routing. However, adjusting

one channel will alter the neighboring channels. We call

this well known phenomenon channel interference. Therefore,

we need a feasible routing order for the channels. In a

feasible routing order, when a new channel is being routed,

all the pins along its two edges are fixed and its width can

be expanded or contracted without destroying the previously

routed channels.

Finding a feasible routing order is not a trivial prob

lem because some placements result in cyclic channel pre

cedence constraints. Even though cyclic channel precedence

constraints had been discovered ten years ago [15], most



proposed solutions attempt to prevent or remove cycles

rather than face the issue directly. Cyclic constraints can

be removed by perturbing the placement [4] or by shrinking

the block shapes [16]. They can be prevented by restricting

the acceptable placement [20]. These methods restrict the

resulting placement to a special class of all possible

placements, so-called slicing structures [20]. However, in

many cases the placement possible with non-slicing structure

is better than that possible with slicing structure, so we

need to deal with cyclic channel precedence constraints.

One way to handle the cyclic constraints is to estimate the

width of one channel on the cycle and route it last [22].

Iterations are needed when the estimation is too small.

Another way is to generate so called switchbox ([26,10]),

routing regions with terminals on four sides. Thus all the

adjacent channels of a switchbox need to be routed before

the switchbox itself. If the switchbox routing fails because

of insufficient routing area, forcing us to expand the

region, some of the adjacent channels must be rerouted.

Therefore, these schemes have no feasible routing order.

The only known scheme which has a feasible routing order is

the insertion of a special channel to break the cycle [9],

which may lead to unnecessarily long wiring of some nets.

We propose a new routing scheme which not only gen

erates efficient channels but also provides a feasible rout

ing order. Such scheme is based on a floor plan graph, the



data structure which represents the topological location of

blocks and thus the routing regions.

3." Floor Plan Graph

We represent the topology of a placement with a floor

plan graph. Similar graphs have been used in many papers

([27,14,29,7,16,12]), but to our best knowledge, neither

precise definitions nor construction algorithms for such

graphs have been explicitly given.

In this section, we define the tile planes and the

floor plan graph. The floor plan graph is used as the

underlying data structure for the routing region definition

and ordering, while the tile planes are used to perform fast

block movement operations for channel adjustments and pro

pagate the corresponding topological changes to the floor

plan graph.

The whole layout area is divided into rectangles

referred to as tiles. There are two varieties of tiles:

block tiles, which represent blocks, and space tiles, which

represent empty space to be routed. The tiles may be imple

mented using corner stitching [OUSTER 84], We define two

tile planes: the horizontal plane, where all tiles are maxi

mal horizontal strips, and the vertical tile plane, where

7



all tiles are maximal vertical strips. The horizontal tile

plane can be obtained by extending each horizontal edge of a

block until some vertical edge of other block or the bound

ing box of the layout is encountered, as shown in Fig.1. (By

the bounding box, we mean the smallest convex rectilinear

box which encloses the blocks in a layout. In our scheme, we

treat the surrounding routing regions separately). This pro

cess can be done by sorting horizontal edges of blocks in

order and performing a so-called plane sweep method

([18,11,19]). (There is an analogous process for the verti

cal tile plane). Thus, the tile planes can be obtained in 0

(nlogn) time, where n is the number of blocks. The interval

of a horizontal tile is the range of X-coordinates covered

by the tile (for vertical tiles, Y-coordinates). A space

tile is called dominant if the interval of the tile includes

the intervals of all its adjacent space tiles. Non-dominant

tiles are called subordinate (Fig.1).

subordinate
tile space tiles

dominant
tile

(a)Horizontal tile plane (b)Vertical tile plane

Fig. 1Tile planes.
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A floor plan graph can be efficiently derived from

these tile planes (Fig.2). Corresponding to each horizontal

or vertical dominant tile, we draw a wall for the floor plan

graph. At each intersection of a horizontal and vertical

dominant tile, we draw a wall junction connecting the tiles'

walls. Because we assume all blocks, and thus all block

tiles, are rectangular, every wall junction is formed by a

fTf shaped or f+' shaped intersection of the walls. Among

wall junctions, those incident to only one wall segment are

called external; others are called internal. We call a por

tion of a wall between two adjacent junctions a wall seg

ment , and a region bounded by walls but containing no walls

a room. Most rooms correspond to a block tile. Those rooms

that do not are called empty rooms. (Fig. 2)

external junction
• Vinternal junction.

Nnln
Vtype-^f
junction

empty
room

+'type/T 1
junction

Fig. 2 Floor plan graph.

•
wall

|"** wall segment

Looking at the above figures we observe correspondences

between regions of routing area in the layout and the walls



in the floor plan graph. Let regions of empty space bounded

by two adjacent blocks in a layout be called element chan

nels . The following theorem is obvious.

Theorem 1; Ignoring empty rooms, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between element channels and wall segments.

There is also a one-to-one correspondence between the inter

secting areas of adjacent element channels and wall junc

tions. Thus all the empty space available for routing is

represented by the floor plan graph.
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Jt. A New Routing Scheme Using L-Shaped Channels

Channel interference is caused by the basic require

ments of channel routing algorithms the channel rigidity

requirement and the pin definition requirement. By channel

rigidity requirement, we mean that after a channel has been

routed, the relative positions of two edges of the channel

can not be altered in the channel direction (parallel to the

channel's edges) if we want to preserve the existing routing

in the channel (Fig.3). By pin definition requirement, we

mean that the positions of all pins along the two edges of a

channel must be fixed (Fig.4).

channel
direction

V

ir

Fig. 3 Rigidity requirement: A channel
already routed cannot be altered in its
channel direction.

W-

m
Fig. 4 Pin definition requirement: The
positions of all pins along the two
edges of a channel must be fixed.

Channel interference occurs at channel intersections.

Consider two channels that intersect in a 'T' shape: the

channel on the base of the 'Tf intersection must be routed

before the channel on the crosspiece of the 'T» intersec

tion. (We will show that the '+' type intersections can be

transformed into 'T' type intersections later.)

//



Since channels correspond to walls in the floor plan

graph, we represent channel interference by a precedence

relation on a set of walls in the floor plan graph.

Definition: (wall precedence relation) Let W be a set of

walls. A relation (->) on W is a wall precedence relation if

for any wi, wj in W, wi->wj implies that the channel

corresponding to wi must be routed before the channel

corresponding to wj.

For any wi and wj in W, such that wi and wj form a *T'

type junction with wi as the base wall and wj as the cross

wall, then wi must precede wj as mentioned earlier (Fig.5).

In any other case no direct precedence relation exists.

J
Wj

-L—I

D

*\
wi

Fig. 5Wall precedence relation (wi-> wj):
1ne channel corresponding to wi must
be routed before the channel corresponding

If the precedence relation contains no cycles, clearly

it is a partial ordering relation. Any partial ordering

relation can always be embedded into a total ordering rela

tion, which gives the feasible routing order. So Theorem 2

/Z



follows.

Theorem 2: Given a floor plan graph, G, the whole routing

region can be defined by a set of straight channels with a

feasible routing order if and only if the wall precedence

relations of walls of G contains no cycle.

We introduce a new concept -- the L-shaped channel

to break cycles in the wall precedence relation. Assume wi

-> wj belongs to some cycles in the relation, such that wi

and wj form a 'T' junction. Also assume that each of wi and

wj has one external junction, implying each of them has only

one successor in the relation. Instead of defining two chan

nels corresponding to wi and wj, we divide wj into -two

walls, wj' and wj", joining one portion of wj with wi as a

corner (denoted as wj"+wi) to define an L-shaped channel.

The remaining portion of wj defines a straight channel

(Fig.6). Because of the channel rigidity and pin definition

requirements, the precedence relation between these two

newly defined walls becomes wj' -> wj"+wi. Since wi has only

one successor before this division, the cycles involving wi

in the relation have been broken.

J
wj wj"

•
L-shaped channel

wi+ wj"

Fig. 6 L-shaped channel approach tobreaking
cyclic channel constraints.
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Note that the feasible routing order exists after

introducing L-shaped channels: after the straight channel

corresponding to wj' has been routed, we can adjust the

width of the L-shaped channel corresponding to wj"+wi in two

dimensions (Fig.7). So we have a feasible routing order for

L-shaped channels and straight channels while we have no

such order for switchboxes and straight channels.

t

Fig. 7 An L-shaped channel may be expanded
in these two directions without destroying
previously routed channels.

5. A Greedy Algorithm for RRDO

5.1 Underlying Idea

In this section, we propose a greedy algorithm for the

routing region definition and ordering. The algorithm takes

a floor plan graph as the input and produces as output a set

of channel definitions in terms of walls, with a feasible

routing order.

This algorithm is a variation of the classic selection

sort. We repeatedly determine and define the channel which

/4



must be routed after all other undefined channels, pushing

this channel onto a channel definition stack. Popping the

channels from the stack reverses their order, defining a

feasible routing order.

The basic operations in the RRDO algorithm are wall

slicing and corner cutting (Fig.8). Initially all the exte

rior junctions in the floor plan graph are marked as exter

nal. Whenever there exists a wall with two external junc

tions, we bisect the graph along the wall into two parts by

marking all the junctions on the wall as external. Such

operation is called wall slicing. When the wall slicing

operation is not applicable, indicating cyclic constraints

in the wall precedence relation, we bisect the graph along

an L-shaped wall with two external junctions by marking all

the junctions on the pair of walls which form the L-shaped

wall as external. Such an operation is called corner cutting

and a wall junction at which a corner cutting operation is

applied is called a corner. A wall slicing operation

defines a straight channel while a corner cutting operation

defines an L-shaped channel (Fig.8).

_u
external junctions

-LU
/=}

^s>external junctions

(a) Wall slicing (b) Corner cutting

Fig. 8 Two basic operations on the floor plan graph.
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Since straight channels are easier to route than L-

shaped channels, our algorithm tries to minimize the number

of L-shaped channels by selecting a particular class of

corner, the pertinent corner, to cut. If there is more than

one corner that can be cut, our choice could affect number

of L-shaped channels.

Let d and c2 be two corners, we say d is horizontally

(vertically, resp.) dependent on c2 if the corner junction

(the middle junction of the corner) of d is on the horizon

tal (vertical, resp.) part of the wall of c2. For example in

Fig. 9, d is vertically dependent on c2 and c2 is horizon

tally dependent on c3. A corner which is not dependent on

any other corner (either horizontally or vertically) is

called a totally independent corner. As is easily seen, if

d is horizontally (or vertically) dependent on c2, then

cutting c2 will break all cycles which would be broken if we

cut c1. Such corner dependencies are transitive (Fig.9).

But all corner dependencies may form a cycle, and hence no

totally independent corner exists. If totally independent

corners exist, we define the pertinent corners to be these

independent corners. Even if no totally independent corner

exists, a horizontally or vertically independent corner does

exist. In this case we arbitrarily pick such a corner and

travel from it to the corner to the corner upon which it

depends and from that corner to the corner upon which it

depends, proceeding until we encounter a previously visited

corner. This corner is obviously part of a cycle of depen-

t6



dent corners, so cutting it will have the effect of cutting

all corners on its cycle and on the path we followed to

reach the cycle. Even though we may visit a horizontally

and vertically dependent corner, which depends on two

corners, we may choose to travel to either corner and be

assured of arriving at a cycle. If we did not arrive at a

cycle, this would imply the existence of a totally indepen

dent corner, a contradiction.

For the efficient implementation of the RRDO algorithm,

we maintain three lists for totally, horizontally, and vert

ically independent corners, respectively. These lists are

updated whenever any new corner is found or any new corner

dependency is detected. This guarantees the corner we cut

is pertinent. The following theorem states the heuristic

nature of the algorithm.

Theorem 3: The greedy RRDO algorithm produces an optimum

solution if there is at most one totally independent corner

whenever the corner cutting operation becomes necessary.

c4^.

\—*d
I cS
I
t

*
c3

E7—4
c2 I

I

I

cl I
I

J

Fig. 9 Corner dependencies: cl vertically
depends on c2, c2 horizontally depends onc3,
c3 vertically on c4, and c5 horizontally on
c4. Only c4 is totally independent.
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5.2 RRDO Algorithm

Routing_Region_Definition_And_Ordering

while there is an "internal" junction

(Slice walls) As long as there exists a wall

bounded by two external junctions, slice the wall,

making junctions on it "external". Push the

corresponding straight channel definition onto the

channel definition stack.

if there is still an "internal" wall junction,

indicating cyclic wall precedence relations

(Cut a pertinent corner)

Update_Pertinent_Corner_List,

and cut one of the pertinent corners, making

junctions on it "external".

Push the corresponding L-shaped channel definition

onto the channel definition stack.

end if

end while

Pop the channel definitions from the channel definition

stack, yielding the feasible routing order.

Update_Pertinent_Corners

for each external junction with an "unexplored" wall

I?



if the junction on the other end of the wall is a corner

junction

Remove pertinent corners on the base wall and the cross

wall of the corner junction if any.

Add the corner into the pertinent corner list.

On the two walls which form the corner, starting from

the corner junction, stopping at the first corner

junction encountered or the end junction, apply

Mark^Walls to every "unexplored" side walls.

end if

nd for

Mark_Wall (the_wall)

Mark the_wall "explored".

Remove pertinent corners on the__wall if any.

if one of the end junction of the_wall is external

Apply Mark__Wall to every side walls on the_wall.

end if

5.3 Correctness and Complexity of the RRDO Algorithm

Theorem 4 (Correctness) The RRDO algorithm defines channels

covering the whole routing space and provides a feasible

11



channel routing order.

Proof. When the RRDO algorithm terminates, all wall

junctions are marked "external", which indicates all the

wall segments have been processed. By Theorem 1, the whole

routing space is covered by the channels. Every time we

perform a wall slicing or corner cutting operation to define

a channel, the two end junctions are external. This implies

that the first such operation divides the whole space into

two parts, and the second operation divides one of the

resulting parts into two parts, and so on. A channel rout

ing order is given as the reverse of the order we push chan

nels onto the stack. Thus, the first channel to be routed

is between two blocks. If we merge them into one super

block by routing the channel, the second channel is also

between two blocks. In this way, according to the channel

routing order obtained, we can merge two blocks associated

with a channel into one super block by routing the channel.

It is easily seen that once a channel is routed the result

is kept, i.e., no rerouting process is needed. This guaran

tees the feasibility of the channel routing order.

Theorem 5 (Complexity) Both time and space complexity of the

RRDO algorithm are linear in the number of blocks in the

layout.

Proof. Since each wall segment is either processed by

wall slicing or corner cutting, the total number of slicing

2.0



and cutting operations performed is linear to the wall seg

ments. Also we can identify a sliceable wall or a corner in

constant time by keeping an external junction indicator for

each wall. Other operations, Push, Pop, and Mark, are per

formed only once for each wall segment. Even though at each

stage, the number of wall segments scanned to update the

pertinent corner list is not constant, each wall segment is

scanned at most once in the whole process. The space linear

ity is easy to verify because the floor plan graph can be

represented by linked list data structures with a number of

elements linear to the number of wall junctions. Also, the

length of the pertinent corner list is bounded by the number

of junctions in the graph. Since the floor plan graph is

planar, the number of junctions or segments is linear to the

number of rooms or block tiles.

The following figures (Fig.10) illustrate the greedy

algorithm.

WS(4)

WS(6)

wsp^

WS(2)

,WS(5)

•
• •» •

^^M-

£ CC(1) : 4 „..

Fig. 10 An example of RRDO.
CC: corner cutting. WS: wall slicing
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6. Exact Definition of Channel Routing Region

In this section we will give an exact definition of a

channel routing region for an ordinary straight channel and

an L-shaped channel.

Definition: (primitive straight channel) (1) A horizontal

(vertical, resp.) primitive straight channel is a rectangu

lar region with four sides. The left and right (upper and

lower, resp.) sides — referred to as open sides — are

fixed in location while the lengths are not fixed. (2) Ter

minals are placed on the upper and lower (left and right)

sides. A set of nets going out of each open side is speci

fied.

Examples are shown in Fig.11. We can generalize the

above definition in the following way.

open side

=3 0lift

open P
side J

L

t—*

—1 :
> » i i i i

\ —f! ?J>en _J
t side ^

horizontal primitive
straight channel

open side

vertical primitive
straight channel

Fig. 11 Primitive straight channels.

Definition: (horizontal straight channel)

(1) A horizontal straight channel is a rectilinear simple

polygon with the boundary consisting of four distinctive

2Z



portions: left and right open sides; upper and lower boun

daries .

(2) The open sides are vertical line segments. They are

fixed in location while their lengths may be changed to com

plete the routing in the channel. The upper and lower

boudaries are horizontally monotone, i.e., when we traverse

them from left to right, the x-coordinates are non-

decreasing and terminals are placed only on the horizontal

line segments.

(3) A set of nets going out of the each open side is speci

fied.

(4) There exists some horizontal line which intersects both

of the open sides but does not intersect the upper and lower

boundar ies.

A vertical straight channel is defined in a similar

manner. Fig.12 illustrates horizontal and vertical straight

channels. For L-shaped channels, we have four different

types shown in Fig.13.

r-n
open ^

side ^

» ' » I

^ open
_w side

horizontal channel

Fig. 12 Straight channels.
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Definition: (L-shaped channel channel of type I)

(1) An L-shaped channel of type I is a rectilinear simple

polygon with the boundary consisting of six distinctive por

tions: two open sides; the internal and external boundaries

each of which consists of a horizontally monotone portion

and a vertically monotone portion. (In Fig. 13» VI is a

vertical monotone portion of the internal boundary and HE is

a horizontally monotone portion of the external boundary.)

(2) We can move the internal boundary as long as it does

not cross the external boundary. The lengths and locations

of the open sides depend on the location of the internal

boundary.

(3) Terminals are placed on the boundary.

(4) A set of nets going out of each open side is specified.

typeQ type I

! * ve E ;

type HI type IV

Fig. 13 Four types L-shaped channels.

open side

Fig. 14 An example of an L-shaped channel of type I.

Fig. 14 shows an example of an L-shaped channel of type

I. L-shaped channels of other types are defined in a simi

lar way. We now show how to define a channel routing region

by means of wall segments. As mentioned before, in our RRDO

24-



algorithm each channel, which is represented by a set of

wall segments, is picked up in the channel routing order

given by the RRDO algorithm. After the channel is routed,

the two blocks bounding the channel are merged into one

super block to preserve the routing in the channel. The

remaining decision in defining the region is the positioning

of the open sides of the channel. Fig.15 illustrates four

different situations at the left open side and the possible

positions of the open side's boundary. In cases (a) and (b)

of Fig. 15 where an L-shaped channel is adjacent to the

channel to be routed, the left open side's boundary is an

extension of the left edge of the inner block bounding the

channel. In cases (c) and (d) where a straight channel is

adjacent to the channel, the left open side's boundary is

formed by the extensions of the vertical and horizontal

edges of the blocks bounding the channel ( see Fig. 15).

Note that in the cases (c) and (d) terminals for those nets

going out of the channel must be placed on the vertical part

of the left open side's boundary (arrows indicate such ter

minals in Fig.15) to preserve the monotonicity requirement

for channel definition.

2$



aad£=^«r Ml upper block

leftmost y^
junction
of the channel

lower block r lower block

left open side Y/Syy/

(b)

vertical
straight
channel

Zi>

vertical
straight
channel Lupper block

lower block channel to
be routed

(a) (b) The leftmost junction of the channel to be
routed is a corner of an L-shaped channel.

(c) (d) The two wall segments incident to the
leftmost junction of the channel are included
in a vertical straight channel.

Fig. 15 Definition of the left open side of
the channel to be routed.



7. Complications in the Floor Plan Graph

— »+» Type Junctions and Empty Rooms

7.1 + Type Junctions

In a floor plan graph, there may be '+ ' type junctions

as well as 'T' type junctions. Since channels are disjoint

routing regions, we can not define two channels correspond

ing to two walls which form a '+' type junction. One of

walls has to be divided into two walls, with each of these

new walls forming a 'T' type junction with the undivided

wall. We call this process normalization of '+' type junc

tion. For any wi and wj in W, such that wi and wj form a

'+' type junction, we have the option to define channels in

two ways (Fig.16):

(1) if we divide wi into two walls, wi' and wi",

then wi' -> wj and wi" -> wj.

(2) if we divide wj into two walls, wj' and wj",

then wj' -> wi and wj" -> wi.

wj-l

+ ~^* fwj"
1

Iwi*

Fig. 16 Two choices in the normalization
or a + type junction.
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Note that the choices in the normalization of pre

cedence relation and may result in producing a different

number of L-shaped channels (Fig.17).

non-slicing structure

slicing structure

Fig. 17 Difficulty of normalization: an
improper normalization of a '+' type
junction leads to a non-optimal solution.

Kimura [16] proposed a heuristic algorithm to normalize

a '+' type junction with as few cyclic precedence con

straints as possible.

Observe that in our RRDO algorithm, a '+* type junction

never provides additional cyclic precedence constraints.

Initially we have no precedence relations between two walls

which form a ♦+' type junction. In the RRDO algorithm, after

one of the walls has been sliced and the corresponding chan

nels pushed onto the channel definition stack, the '+' type

junction is marked as external and the other wall is divided

into two walls. The channels corresponding to these two

walls will be defined and pushed onto the stack later. So

28



the precedence relations are automatically satisfied. Note

that we never specify any precedence relations between the

two walls formed by normalizing the '+' junction. Hence the

RRDO algorithm normalizes a '+' type junction optimally.

7.2 Empty Rooms

The existence of empty rooms violates the one-to-one

correspondence between walls and routing regions. So we

should ignore one of the wall segments bounding the empty

room when we define channels corresponding to the walls of

the room.

With minor modifications of the RRDO algorithm, the

empty room problem can be handled as follows. Before RRDO,

we identify the empty rooms in the floor plan graph. On each

wall slicing or corner cutting operation, we ignore a wall

segment if it is adjacent to an empty room whose remaining

wall segments have been processed. Note that each empty room

consists of exactly four wall segments. The following exam

ple illustrates this idea (Fig.18).

o
j i j

2 j—, : 4

—'J_T—

Fig. 18Extension of RRDO algorithm for the empty room case:
oneof the four wall segments adjacent to an empty room is
ignored.
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8. Concluding Remarks

We conclude with some observations on the new scheme.

If we assume '+' type intersections in addition to »T»

type intersections in the floor plan graph, the 4-cycle

Theorem proved by K. J. Supowit and E. A. Slutz [27] is no

longer valid. The number of cycles, which need to be broken,

in the channel precedence constraints could be exponential

to the number of blocks. Therefore, we conjecture the prob

lem of minimizing the number of L-shaped channels as an NP

problem.

The greedy RRDO algorithm has been implemented in C on

a Vax 11/780, and the results are promising.

We could modify our greedy RRDO algorithm by using some

probabilistic methods: when there is more than one pertinent

corner, we could randomize the choice of the pertinent

corner to be cut.

The new RRDO scheme creates a new routing problem

L-shaped channel routing. Since adjusting one portion of an

L-shaped channel will alter the relative positions of two

edges of the other portion of the channel, we will have no

feasible routing order if we divide the L-shaped channel

into two straight channels. So we should route an L-shaped

3D



channel as a whole. L-shaped channels are a special kind of

two dimensional routing region because they have a special

shape and two open ends (with no fixed pins).
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